Abstract: Pattern analysis with image transform based on potential calculation was considered. Initial gray-scale image is sliced into equidistant levels and resulting binary image was prepared by joining of some levels to one binary image. Binary image was transformed under assumption that white pixels in it may be considered as electric charges or spins. Using this assumption Ising model and Coulomb model interaction between white pixels was used for image potential transform. The transform was calculated using moving window. The resulting gray-scale image was again transformed to binary image using the thresholding on 0.5 level. Further binary images were analyzed using statistical indices (average, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis) and geometric signatures: area, eccentricity, Euler number, orientation and perimeter. It was found that the most suitable geometric signature for pattern configuration analysis of Ising potential transform (IPT) and Coulomb potential transform (CPT) is area value. Similarly the most suitable statistics is distance statistics between white pixels.
INTRODUCTION
Pattern analysis and recognition [1] , data mining [2] , classification [3] and clustering [4] are the most known problems in image processing. In some cases, image may show the multifractal properties and as a result fractal dimensions may be used as important characteristics of image patterns. So, fractal dimensions may be used for image classification or clustering. The advances in image fractal property study are widely used in different fields such as materials science [5] , medicine [6] [7] [8] , remote sensing [9, 10] et al. Frequently objects on image are fuzzy and have fuzzy boundaries [11] .
Different methods were developed for analysis of hidden pattern in images: stochastic methods and Markov random fields [12] , morphological image processing [13] , border detection [14] , Fourier transform and wavelets [15, 16] , threshold or slicing binarization [17] , texture analysis [18] , genetic algorithms [19] et al. It should be noted that slicing binarization may be used to project complex structure of image into several pixel configurations which sometimes reflect peculiarities of inner patterns. In binarization the question of slicing levels is important. Several approaches may be used. Automatic thresholding was in details considered in [14] . The local adaptive thresholding was proposed by Bernsen [14] . For thresholding Bernsen used moving window and got threshold as average between maximum and minimum pixel values in the window. In [20] probabilities were used to find threshold between two pixels classes. Maximum entropy method is enough effective to calculate global threshold of gray-scale image [14, 21] . In case the histogram of gray-scale image has several modes the border between modes may be used as slicing measure.
After binarization binary images are often analyzed using mathematical morphology operations [22, 23] to discover hidden patterns. For example, in [23] binary image was received using water network mask. Further it was segmented using morphological calculation to three classes: core pixels, islet pixels and connector pixels.
A separate group of image processing algorithms comprise ones which are called distance transform (DT) algorithms [24] . There are many different methods and distance measures which are used in DT calculations. Euclidian distance DT (EDT) is the one of the popular distance measure for using in DT transform algorithms [25] . The problem of sparse object representation in discrete geometry was considered in [26] . The DT algorithm was also used in [27] for automatic pattern recognition. The problem of DT transform algorithm complexity was considered in [28] . It is well-known that EDT calculation is rather time-consuming operation. To solve this problem several effective algorithms were developed [28] : Linear-time Legendre transform (LLT) algorithm, the parabolic envelope (PE) algorithm and non-expansive proximal mapping (NEP) algorithm. It was shown in [28] that these algorithms have linear complexity and so may be effectively used for DT processing of binary images. Modern efficient means of parallel computing and computing with GPU are often used for EDT calculation [29] . DT proved to be useful in many practical applications. In medical imaging DT is one of best means for discovering the similarity between images. DT image transform is important for 3D study of inner organs using slice-by-slice method [30] . Good results were obtained using together watershed algorithm and DT for blood cell image segmentation [31] . Watershed algorithm needs grayscale images. So, DT transform may be used to transform binary image to gray-scale. In [31] watershed and distance transform algorithm were used together with four distances measures: EDT, city-block, chessboard and quasi-Euclidean. It was found in [31] that chess board DT measure has better results in watershed segmentation then Euclidean, city block and quasi-Euclidean DT measures [31] .
In our present work we considered another three kinds of DT:  Ising potential DT;  Coulomb potential DT using white foreground pixels as positive charges;  Coulomb potential DT using both white foreground pixels as positive charges and black background pixels as negative charges. The proposed models of DT were used in present work for pattern recognition.
BINARIZATION
One of the popular method for detecting hidden patterns in image is simple binarization [20] [21] [22] [23] . Sometimes binarization can produce good results after several successive binarizations of different kinds. Sometimes patterns show itself after using the union ('OR-operation') of several different binary slices. Let us call it nonlinear binarization.
Let us consider as working example the fragment (200x200 pixels) of microphotography of quartz glass (silicon dioxide). The original image and its histogram is shown in Figure1. To create binary image, one may use great variety of algorithms. One of the most simple algorithm is equal step quantization (ESQ)
where N -number of steps and N+1 -number of levels. Using ESQ one may take additional choices. It is possible to use for gray-scale image digitization the round, floor or ceil operations or their nonlinear variants. For example, one may use asymmetric rounding
,where v -pixel value, s -threshold.
Sometimes it is useful to join several binary slicing levels in one joined level (union with 'OR-operation'). This operation may be called 'nonlinear binarization'. The operation may produce more complex patterns then simple slicing. Let us consider asymmetric binarization example in which original image ( Figure 1 ) is splinted into 6-levels. The results are shown in Figure 2 .
White points in Figure 2 are pixels containing ones ("one" or foreground-points) and black point are pixels -containing zeros ("zero" or background-points). Binary image is (0-1) matrix. Images in Figure 2 are the result of nonlinear binarization by joining (2,4,5)-slicing levels into one binary image.
Another one of the well-known binarization algorithms is the density algorithm. This algorithm is binary to binary transform algorithm and is based on using moving window (MW). Central pixel of MW is filled with ones if the density of white points inside moving window exceeds the specified threshold 
DISTANCE TRANSFORM FOR PATTERN ANALYSIS
Distance transform algorithm is often used in none fuzzy object recognition as border detection means. This algorithm transforms a binary image to gray scale image (binary-to-gray scale algorithm). The foreground pixels in binary image are marked by "ones" (white points) and background pixels by "zero" (black points). DT-algorithm calculates distance from every foreground pixel to the nearest background pixel and assigns this value to the central pixel. Similarly, it calculates distance from background pixel to the nearest foreground pixel and assigns this value to the central pixel [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . At present time some DT-algorithms were generalized to three and more dimensions. It is rather important for medical image processing as medical images often are three dimensional or consist of many two-dimensional slices of three dimensional organs [30] .
DISTANCE TRANSFORM CALCULATION
In case of fuzzy foreground different forms of distance measures and distance transform may be used for hidden patterns analysis. For example, one may use moving window and calculate sum or average of all distances between white points in MW. The resulting value may be assigned to the central pixel. This algorithm may be called "moving window distance transform (MWDT)". Let us consider distance measures used for MWDT transform of image in Figure 3a : Squared Euclidian distance (SED):
City-block distance (CBD):
Chessboard distance (ChBD):
Quasi-euclidean distance (QED):
where: 
POTENTIAL TRANSFORM FOR PATTERN ANALYSIS
Let us assume that white points in binary image may be considered as particles. These particles create potential that may be calculated in the central pixel of MW. There are different kinds of particle interaction potential. There are distance dependent potentials (Coulomb potential) or distance independent potentials (Ising spin-spin interaction) [33] et al. In Ising model the spin-spin interaction is considered only between nearest spins [33] . In our study it corresponds to interaction only between particles in the limits of MW. In calculation we assume that white points have spin . Also, we assume that total potential is the sum of two-particle interactions. So, we compute Ising potential as follows:
where: w -moving window; b -binary matrix of moving window; c -central point of moving window; t, q -white point numbers inside moving window;
-spin values of t-th and q-th white points; J -energy constant (in calculation used as J = 1).
In every position of MW, the total potential of spin interaction between particles is assigned to central pixel. The resulting gray-scale image we call Ising potential transform (IPT) of binary image.
In our study we also considered two algorithms with interaction of Coulomb type. The first algorithm (CPT1-algorithm) uses total potential of interaction only between white points (positive charge particles)
where: q t r , -distance between two white points. We compute the total interaction between white particles as follows:
where: w -moving window;   k p, -central point of moving window;
Second algorithm (CPT2-algorithm) uses for total potential calculation both white and black points (particles of any charge)
where
. The resulting gray-scale images we call Coulomb potential transform (CPT1 or CPT2) of binary image. We assume that using another kind of particle interaction, for example, the Lenard-Jones potential or Tersoff potential [34, 35] , one may receive other patterns. Figure 6 shows resulting normalized gray-scale images of IPT, CPT1 and CPT2 for binary image in Figure 3a . Figure 7 shows their 0.5-threshold binarization and Figure 8 shows their histograms. From Figure 7a and Figure 7c it follows that resulting IPT and CPT2 show similar patterns. Histograms show pixel distribution in MWDT images. Binary images show patterns. The patterns differ by statistical and geometric properties. To study pattern we used several statistical and geometric characteristics. In statistical analysis we used the following normalized statistical indices: Normalizes average:
Normalized standard deviation:
Normalized skewness:
Normalized kurtosis: 
In geometric analysis we used five signatures: area, eccentricity, Euler number, orientation and perimeter. Area -it is total number of pixels which form pattern objects in binary image [15, 36] . Area is calculated as follows:
where:   j i, -pixel; k  -set of all pixels forming k-object. Eccentricity -it is the eccentricity of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the object [15, 36] . Eccentricity is calculated as follows: .
Euler Number -it is the number of objects in the region minus the number of holes in these objects [15, 36] . Orientation -it is angle (in degrees ranging from -90 to 90 degrees) between the xaxis and the major axis of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the binary image object. Orientation is calculated as follows: 
Perimeter -is computed by calculating the distance between each adjoining pair of pixels around the border of the region [15, 36] . The result of statistical and geometric analysis is presented in Table 1 . Statistics over all pixels in binary image denotes calculation of above indices for all both white and black pixels in binary image and statistics of distances between white pixels denotes the same calculation for the whole array of distances between white pixels. It follows from Figure 7a and Figure 7c that patterns in them are similar. So, we may use values in Table 1 
CONCLUSION
At the present time image pattern analysis and recognition is of great practical interest for different applications. For example, the discovering of hidden patterns in image is of great importance for image biology, image medicine, material sciences et al. Many methods were worked out for pattern analysis including distance image transform. In this study we propose the potential transform as additional means for discovering hidden patterns in binary image. Three potentials were proposed:
 Ising model potential;  Coulomb potential only from a system of positive charges (white foreground pixels) -CPT1-algorithm;  Coulomb potential of a system both of positive (white foreground pixels) and negative charges (black background pixels) -CPT2-algorithm. All calculations were made using moving window of a square shape with five pixels half-width. The resulting gray-scale images were transformed to binary images, using 0.5 thresholding.
Patterns in binary images were analysis using following statistical indices: average, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. Also we used the following geometric signatures: area, eccentricity, Euler number, orientation, perimeter. Statistical indices were also calculated for white -black pixel arrangement and for distance statistic between white pixels.
It was found that the most suitable geometric signature for pattern configuration analysis of IPT and CPT is area value. Similarly the most suitable statistics is distance statistics between white pixels.
